
Welcome to the

Provider Training 

Course



• Gain a foundational 

understanding of what inTime 

is all about

Learning Objectives

• Know the intention behind 

the training



Combined through music and activity, 

rhythm and sound frequency have the 

capacity to bring about change.

The Concept



inTime is an organic compilation 

of original compositions, based 

on a blend of world music with 

diverse instrumentation, which 

accents the power of rhythm and 

sound frequencies. 

• Personalized listening training 

• Optionl Activities using body, drum,        

and voice

The Product



inTime is practiced on a regular basis, 5 days 

per week. The duration of daily practice and 

of the overall program depends upon the 

needs and goals of the listener.

The Method
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Sound & Rhythm in Time



• Discuss sound, as movement in time, from 
initial onset of vibration to neural impulses 
that stimulate perception

Learning Objectives

• Describe how sonic elements are 
influenced by time

• identify ways in which sound is 
organized in time within music

• Discuss rhythm as movement in time

• Describe rhythm’s role in music

• Recognize rhythm’s broad influence



“What is time, then? If nobody 

asks me, I know; if I have to 

explain it to someone who has 

asked me I do not know.”

-St. Augustine (354-430)
Christian Philosopher



Sound is energy.



“We all have our own beliefs, relationships 

and understanding of time.  Yet one thing 

is true and cannot be debated – sound 

happens in time.”

-Dominic Paul
Musician



It all starts with 

movement and pattern.



The effect of the vibrations on us 

depends upon the frequency and 

strength of their recurrence.



The frequency of the vibration affects how 

it is delivered to the cochlea and how it 

affects the Organ of Corti.



Temporal coding becomes a way 

in which sound frequency is directly 

represented in the neural code.

Source: Graeme M Clark Nature Medicine 19, 1236–1239 (2013)d oi:10.1038/nm.3340 Published online 07 October 2013 



Progressing up into the ascending neural 

pathway, the temporal patterning of neural 

impulses becomes important early on for the 

detection of the spatiality of sound.

Source: http://www.nature.com/nrn/journal/v3/n1/box/nrn705_BX2.html



Efficiency of timing within all the 

direct and indirect pathways and 

connections of the neuroauditory 

system, both ascending and 

descending, contributes to 

efficient, timely responses.



Time influences the other elements of sound -

frequency, amplitude, space, and, yes – time.

• Pitch

• Resonance

• Loudness

• Spatiality

• Entrainment



In everyday life, who is orchestrating 

your sound experience in time and 

what is that doing for you?



Music is organized in time through

• Meter

• Cycle

• Rhythm

• Tempo

• Pulse

The time signature of a measure or piece of music; a 

unit of time within which rhythms occur; often used 

synonymously with cycle

A unit of time within which rhythms occur; beginning at 

and returning to the “1” beat

Repeated pattern or recurrent sequence of movement 

or sound; measured recurrence; measured flow

Speed or pace

The steady “beat”; the foundation; home; anchor

Music Provides an Order to Sound



Rhythm is said to be an innate sense, 

but is it readily accessible 

and working for us?



“ Motion is the significance of life, and the law of 

motion is rhythm.  Rhythm is life disguised in 

motion, and in every guise it seems to attract the 

attention of man…it is the very nature of man’s 

whole constitution…it is the breaking of rhythm 

that is called disease.”

-Hazrat Inayat Khan
The Mysticism of Sound and Music



“the law of motion” = rhythm

the principle of synchrony = entrainment



“It is rhythm that allows sound to 

become music.”

-Barbara Crowe
Music Therapist and Author



“Rhythm is different 

patterns in relation 

to the pulse.”

-Nacho Arimany
inTime Composer, 

Instrumentalist, Producer

Photo Credit: Daniel Patinga



Pulse, or the beat, is foundational 

to the recurrence of pattern(s) 

and to flow.





PersonallySocietally/Communally/CulturallyGlobally/Ecologically/BiologicallyRhythm Matters



Chronobiology 
the field of biology that 

examines rhythms in 

biological processes
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Rhythm

• is founded on the pulse, a steady beat in time

• is always with us and around us

• brings order/organization to sound 

and movement in time

• entrains

• is fundamental to the brain’s most 

pervasively activating source of 

stimulation – music



What kind of rhythm and tempo does it have?What about your internal rhythms?  How do the complex and changing units of time 

within your days affect you and your timing?
What are the external rhythms that influence you, 

how you feel, what you do and how you time it?

What about the time changes (transitions)?How are you affected by the polymeters, 

polyrhythms and variety of tempos of your days? 
What do you (or your client) listen to? 



What can you do about it?



Listen.

Engage.

Develop your awareness of rhythm
and time, and shape your timing, through 

music and activity.
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Sound Frequencies

and Function



• Credit  Dr. Alfred Tomatis for a 
framework relating sound frequencies 
and human functions

Learning Objectives

• Describe  the progression of sound 
frequency stimulation in inTime

• Name the colors corresponding to 
frequency ranges and thereby 
identifying the “zone” emphasized

• Identify the general feeling of 
each zone, as well as a few 
related functions



“Prompted by listening, the ear takes over the 

body and organizes all the connections 

necessary….Most exciting and important is 

that the desire to listen has enormous power 

to induce change.”

- Alfred A. Tomatis
The Ear and the Voice



High Frequencies

Middle-High Frequencies

Low Frequencies

Full Frequency SpectrumBlue

Red

Orange

Green
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inTime In-depth



• Explain the rationale behind 
inTime 

Learning Objectives

• Delineate the aspects of inTime
that contribute to the distinctive 
stimulation it provides

• Describe the general structure 
of inTime

• Describe the modular design 
of inTime and identify 
characteristics of each phase



Keep Your Beat!



Improve rhythm awareness and timing.

Improve listening.



Why improve rhythm?

Rhythm awareness has physiologic 

and neurologic impact, affecting 

both our ability to receive or take in 

stimulation and our ability to 

respond or perform.  



Why improve listening?

Efficient listening provides the 

nervous system with optimal 

acoustic input, a valuable nutrient 

for the brain.



How does inTime work?



How does inTime work?

Music



How does inTime work?

Temporal Structure - accessible 

pulse/beat, tempo, meter (cycle) 

and polymeters, rhythm (pattern) 

and polyrhythms



How does inTime work?

Entrainment – the physical 

phenomenon of synchrony that 

occurs when a movement or rhythm 

influences another



How does inTime work?

Sound frequency training

with a progressive emphasis –

low, mid-high, high and full spectrum



How does inTime work?

Familiarity and Novelty –

Rhythmic and acoustic



How does inTime work?

Pattern



How does inTime work?

Neuroacoustic Modifications –

volume adjustments, dynamic frequency and 

volume contrasts, audiobursting, infrequent 

filtration, panning



How does inTime work?

Movement



How is the music of 

inTime organized?



inTime Organization

Albums 1-4: PERCUSSION

1 Low frequency Green zone

2 Mid-high frequency Orange zone

3 High frequency Red zone

4 Full sound frequency spectrum Blue zone

Albums 5-8: COMBINED

5 Low frequency Green zone

6 Mid-high frequency Orange zone

7 High frequency Red zone

8 Full sound frequency spectrum Blue zone



inTime Organization

• Each album contains four 9-minute modules, 

each with the ABC Modular design.

• The modules are organized such that 

modules 2 and 3 are relatively more complex 

and/or intense than modules 1 and 4.



PERCUSSION
Orchestrated Rhythms (Albums 1-4) 

• Rhythms are the music!

• A step beyond rhythm as an essential element 

of music – rhythms are  combined to become 

music.



COMBINED
Foundational Rhythms with New Melodies 

(Albums 5-8)

• The basic rhythmic structure of corresponding 

modules is maintained in a supportive, 

foundational role.

• Melodies and harmonies, played on newly 

introduced instruments provide a rich, coherent 

musical layer.

• A different listening experience.



Why the emphasis on rhythm?

• The pulse is the foundation.

• From ancient times it has been known as 

a structuring force of life.

• It presents the brain with patterned 

stimulation.

• It entrains.



Listening to rhythm 

stimulates rhythm!



Why choose the sound of percussion 

instruments?

• Familiarity

• Distinct timbre

• Wide sound range

• Percussive tones may stimulate faster learning 

and greater memory than other tones 

• Natural dynamic frequency and volume contrast

• Temporal structure

• Ease of pattern recognition





intensive training
engagement / 

entrainment
integration



inTime dichotic listening- left right 

differences in instrumentation, time and 

rhythm, volume and sound frequency



Listening 

Experience 

Please refer back to the webpage you were provided with to access a 

sample listening of the inTime Program.

Here you can personally experience the Percussion Only Style in addition 

to the more complex Combined Style of composition




